
How did we mediactivate

With



CAMPAIGN
CONTEXT
Thanks to its strong brands, the brand studio Maaatjes
of Rossel Advertising offered to the pharmaceutical 
sector the opportunity to inspire/educate their 
consumers about “sleep disorders”.
A campaign created in partnership with Forté Pharma 
who releases a new innovative food supplement : 
FORTÉNIGHT. 

GOALS
• FortéNight as a reliable and effective food 

supplement to fight sleep disorders
• FortéNight as a natural alternative to sleeping pills. 
• FortéNight as a unique product with an innovative 

technology. 



+ Rossel network

+ Rossel network

Explain and give people an 
answer to their concerns 

OUR SOLUTION
in 3 phases

Reach interested people 

2
3 RETARGETING

NATIVE
ADVERTISING

Identify people’s concerns 
about sleep

1 SURVEY



HOUR CHANGE
27/03

TIMELINE

SURVEY

23/02 > 09/03/22 
NATIVE ADVERTISING

28/03 > 24/04/22 

RETARGETING

04/04 > 08/05/22 

Survey content used for 
Native & Retargeting

2022



Phase 1

SURVEY
GOALS
� Know the habits, and quality of sleep
� Evaluate the level of sleep disorders, the types of disorders, the 

solutions they use and their satisfaction (or not)
� Evaluate the level of knowledge and familiarity 

with melatonin
� List the causes of sleep disorders
� List the sources of information when they search for advice

HOW
� 1013 online quantitative surveys
� From 23/02 until the 9/03/22 
� Among Le Soir readers (print & online)



Phase 1

SURVEY
CALL-OUT METHOD
� Bannering on Lesoir.be (23/02 > 09/03/2022)
� Marketing Mailing to 35K contacts from Le Soir list (28/02 > 

4/03/2022)
� Post on Le Soir Facebook page



RESULTS 
Survey “Le Soir”

6/10

86%

The average score given when the 
readers evluate their sleep
+ 44% of them feel like
their sleep is deteriorating

used (para)medical solutions to 
improve their sleep
44% Food supplements
37% Melatonin

MELATONIN
is not well known nor used as a food 
supplement (to improve sleep).

of people with recurrent sleep 
problems look for infomation and for 
advice80%



Phase 2

NATIVE

Based on the results from the survey,

� 3 articles (by our partner Newsmaster) 
� Published on LeSoir.be (Partner Zone)
� Published from 24/03 > 24/04/22

GOALS
� 8.000 pageviews



TRAFFIC DRIVERS



RESULTS 
Native “Le Soir”

9.929
PAGEVIEWS

AVERAGE 
TIME SPENT
02’41’’ (General Benchmark)
02’07’’ (Health sector Benchmark)

CTR
Display native
01’00’’ (General Benchmark Le Soir 
2020-21)

4’41”

9.069
UNIQUE PAGEVIEWS

2,13%



RESULTS 
Native “Le Soir” Pageviews Unique pageviews Time spent

3.974 3.661 05’06”

3.494 3.173 04’26”

2.462 2.235 04’02”

9.929 9.069 Av. 04’41”



Phase 3

RETARGETING
Creation of an audience pool of native article readers 
and survey respondents. 

Retargeting to this audience with bannering through 
the entire Rossel network. 

RESULTS
� 100.126 impressions
� 0,12% CTR

45%

29%

26%

Smartphone

Desktop
Tablet



Kathleen Soontjens
UM BELGIUM
Client Services Director

QUOTE FROM THE MEDIA AGENCY

"With new content and numbers to back it up, we managed to find a way to differentiate 
ourselves with FortéNight from the competition. 

Despite the smaller budgets, we were able to combine the strength of native (Le Soir), 
digital point-of-sale advertising and online video to reach our core target audience in an 
effective way.“

Annick Lion
LABORATOIRES FORTÉ PHARMA BENELUX
Responsable Administration & Marketing 

CLIENT’S QUOTE

"Great visibility with a target group concerned with sleep problems thanks to the awareness 
of Le Soir, which reinforces Forté Pharma's credibility."



Do you want to mediactivate your business?
Let yourself be inspired!

Email us or call 02/225.52.92


